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Partnerings are the quickest way to grow your company, especially during times of rapid
change.

–Curtis E. Sahakian, Corporate Partnering Institute

It’s true, especially for start-ups and small- to mid-sized companies.  Partnering can also be the
smartest and safest way to grow. But, aren’t partners expensive? What do they bring to the
corporate table that a new hire, which you’re going to need eventually, doesn’t?  Let’s do what



consulting partners and coaches do best: look at the question of wise growth a different way and
reflect on a creative alternative. Instead, let’s ask, what are the fully-loaded costs of a permanent
hire at this critical time in your company’s evolution? And, more importantly, is it worth it? Consider
advertising, recruiting, relocation, sign-on bonus, “true up” for what they are leaving behind at the
company from which you attracted them, orientation, salary plus benefits including stock and stock
option grants, and, of course, the physical needs like space, desk, computer, phone, etc.  Add to
that the enormous cost of education: because you’re not a Top 10 pharma giant with a vast
training department, your best bet is to go for a veteran with deep experience...which, again,
ramps up the hiring costs. And, these costs are largely hidden (more like ignored) because, well,
you have to hire the best employees, right?    

If you think it’s expensive to hire a professional, wait until you hire an amateur.

In today’s pharma industry, the cost of getting a full-time person into one of your chairs is
estimated from a low of 1.5 to as much as 3 times the hire salary, depending on the level and
specialty training of the employee. And, it is progressively more expensive the smaller the
company. It gets scarier than that: no matter how hard you try, no matter how many references
you call, there’s always the risk of a bad fit and, many times, that new hire is either let go or limps
along performing below the level of productivity you hoped for–and need. That’s why now, more
than ever, working with a consulting partner or coach makes sense.

 7 Benefits A Consulting Partner/Coach Brings to
Your Organization 
# 1 Solid Experience. Professional partners and coaches have seen it all before (actually, that’s
why you hire them!). Successful veterans of the industry, they come equipped with a fully stocked
toolkit of good ideas and brilliant solutions that are proven to work.

# 2 Instant Expertise. Coaches have decades of experience and bring targeted wisdom to your
organization. Need a savvy CMO? Easy. Tangled trial protocol? No problem. Regulatory woes?
Fixable. You get to shop for and bring in only who and what you need, when you need it: no more,
no less.

# 3 A Fresh Set of Eyes. Albert Einstein defines insanity as doing the same thing over and over
and expecting different results. That can happen in a closed environment, especially if you’re
experiencing growing pains. A consulting partner brings a new perspective, a new way of looking
at the “same-old same-old” that can elevate your efforts and maximize your success.

# 4 More Creativity. A coach has much less to lose than a full-time hire and so is freer to offer
truly creative ideas, to think without a box, to innovate winning solutions.

# 5 No Politics. The only horse a consulting partner has in the race is yours. Office politics,
competition for promotions, and corporate musical chairs don’t affect a partner’s motivation or
work–a partner is motivated only by your success.

# 6 Low Risk. Unlike a full-time hire, partners and coaches aren’t in it for the long haul–and they
never just coast. They want to come in, succeed with (and for) you, and get out. Fast. Your swift
success guarantees their next placement. And the next...and the next.



# 7 Cost-Effective. You get what you pay for–and then move on. With a consulting partner, there
are none of the up-front costs and risks associated with hiring an employee and all of the benefits
of a seasoned Top 10 pharma C-suite executive. 

Alliances have become an integral part of contemporary strategic thinking.

–Fortune Magazine

Are you ready for a strategic alliance that can help you grow your company?

Do your C-suite execs and management team have a confidante at their level and in their area of
expertise to bounce ideas off of and provide an objective gut-check on critical decisions? Trouble
ahead and need support? Want a second set of eyes? Mentoring for your key staff? Here’s how
we look at it: Let’s say you’ve been given a diagnosis of a serious illness. Your doctor is
recommending a radical procedure. What do you do? With such a life-altering decision, you get
(and deserve) a second opinion. The same goes for product development. In our industry, you
make a decision that will lead to tens of millions, eventually hundreds of millions, of dollars being
spent or lost. Seems that decision deserves a second opinion as well. Who do you go to for
another opinion on your illness?  A recent medical school grad? No, you want experience,
someone who has done the procedure. A lot. It’s the same for product development. Hire a
partner who has made the myriad of successful decisions before. Get a second opinion from
aktaPD.

We have been where you are and can help you get where you’re going. To hear where we’ve
been and how we’ve succeeded, click here.

aktaPD is an international Life Science industry partner to private, academic, and government
clients developing new chemical/molecular entities (NCEs/NMEs), biosimilars, biologics,
diagnostics, and devices. We provide expertise in all facets and phases of product development,
specializing in preclinical and clinical development, regulatory affairs, leadership, manufacturing,
marketing, operations, technology, and knowledge transfer.

C.C.I Performance Group is an aktaPD specialist who uses leadership development and sales
training integration solutions to help you commercialize your product. Start-ups to Fortune 500
companies have benefitted from their decades of expertise. C.C.I. Performance Group, an
international Life Science industry partner, believes every selling organization should exhibit
leadership values: Character, Commitment, and Integrity. These values should be an integral part
of every salesperson's DNA, elevating the Good to World-Class. C.C.I. Performance Group works
with clients to turn sales teams into leaders for their portfolios of products.
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